
TRANSLATING GREEK TRAGEDY 



What is translation? 

 Survival 

 Continuation 

 Mediation  

 Transfer 

 Midwifery  

 Interpretation 

 Crib  

 False friend 

 Heresy 



Essential reading 

 Susan Bassnett , Translation Studies (new 
edition 2002) 

 Susan Bassnett and Andre Lefevere, 
Translation, History and Culture 1990 

 Lawrence Venuti, The Translation Studies 
Reader (3rd edition 2012) 

 J. Michael Walton Found in Translation, Greek 
Drama in English 2006 



Types of translation of Greek 
drama 

 ‘crib’ e.g. Loeb or Aris&Philips parallel text, 
intended (?) for scholarly use, students, aims 
at ‘literal’ translation 

 ‘reading’ versions, e.g Penguin or World’s 
Classics, aimed at those interested in the 
‘ideas’, students of classical studies 
(sometimes, e.g. Fagles, done by poets) 

 Stage versions, written for and tested in 
performance, but not adaptations. 



How it starts … 

George Gilbert Murray 1866-1957 

Professor of Greek at Glasgow 1889-1899 
(mission: ‘Greece, not Greek, is the real 
subject of our study’) 

Regius Professor of Greek at Oxford 1908-1936 

Translated and directed Greek plays 1904-1912 

Translates Agamemnon 1920 

 

(also founding member of Oxfam in 1942) 



Agamemnon, the watchman 
(Murray’s version): 
This waste of year-long vigil I have prayed 
God for some respite, watching elbow-stayed 
As sleuthhounds watch above the Atreidae’s hall 
Till well I know your midnight festival 
Of swarming stars, and them that lonely go, 
Bearers to man of summer and of snow, 
Great lords and shining, throned in heavenly fire. 
And still I await the sign, the beacon pyre 
That bears Troy’s capture on a voice of flame 
Shouting o’erseas. So surely to her aim  
Cleaveth a woman’s heart, man-passioned! 



Cassandra, ‘the waves’ 
(Murray) 
Tore God, mine oracle shall no more hide 

With veils his visage, like a new-wed bride! 

A shining wind out of this dark shall blow, 

Piercing the dawn, growing as great waves 
grow, 

To burst in the hear of sunrise… stronger far  

Than this poor pain of mine. I will not mar 

With mists my wisdom.  



Compare the following 
translations (for example) 
Tony Harrison 1981, published in Tony Harrison, 

Theatre Works 1973-1985 (Penguin 1986) 

George Thomson 1938, now published in 
Everyman Library 2004 

Ted Hughes, 1999 The Oresteia. A new version 
(Faber and Faber) 

Christopher Collard, Aeschylus Oresteia Oxford 
World’s Classics 2002 

 


